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Designing with Bushold
What is Bushold?
The bushold feature is an innovative approach to solving
the problem of floating inputs. This circuitry maintains a
valid logic state on an unloaded input and eliminates the
need for external conditioning components for floating or
undriven inputs.
Bushold circuitry is designed to tolerate floating input conditions. If non-bushold devices were used, these floating
input conditions would lead to increased leakage, oscillations, and compromises in system data integrity.
Another feature of bushold circuitry is the ability to hold an
undriven data-bus line in a valid logic state. Through the
bus, the bushold device can condition the other inputs on
the bus.
FIGURE 2. Voltage-In versus Current-In Sweep of
CROSSVOLT LVT Device with Bushold (74LVTHxxx)
Fairchild Semiconductor provides two types of bushold
inverter specifications (see Figure 2). II(HOLD) is the bushold input minimum drive. This is the minimum amount of
current the circuit is capable of supplying. II(OD) is the bushold input over-drive current to change state. This is the
minimum amount of current that is necessary to overcome
the bushold circuit, and cause the input to change states
(See Table 1).
TABLE 1. Bushold Specifications

FIGURE 1.
Simplified Schematic Diagram of Bushold Circuitry

Family

Symbol

VCC (V) Conditions

LVT

II(HOLD)

3.0

VIN = 0.8V

75

µA

3.0

VIN = 2.0V

−75

µA

3.6

(Note 2)

500 µA

3.6

(Note 3)

−500 µA

3.0

VIN = 0.8V

75

µA

3.0

VIN = 2.0V

−75

µA

2.3

VIN = 0.7V

45

µA

2.3

VIN = 1.6V

−45

µA

1.65

VIN = 0.57V

25

µA

1.65

VIN = 1.07V

−25

µA

3.6

(Note 2)

450 µA

3.6

(Note 3)

−450 µA

2.7

(Note 2)

300 µA

2.7

(Note 3)

−300 µA

1.95

(Note 2)

200 µA

1.95

(Note 3)

−200 µA

(Note 1)
II(OD)

How Does It Work?
Bushold circuitry works by using a low drive inverter in the
device input stage that provides feedback to the input of
the device and the bus (see Figure 1). When the signal
driving the input is removed, the inverter will maintain the
last received valid signal level on the device input and bus
line until it is overdriven by the next in-coming signal.

VCX
(Note 4)

II(HOLD)

Min

Units

Note 1: Designated as 74LVTHxxx
Note 2: An external driver must source at least the specified current to
switch from LOW-to-HIGH
Note 3: An external driver must sink at least the specified current to switch
from HIGH-to-LOW
Note 4: Designated at 74VCXHxxx
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When is Bushold Used?
Devices with bushold are designed for use in systems
where devices or data-bus lines will be left in an undriven
condition. As noted, bushold circuitry will maintain a floating input or data-bus line in a valid state.
Non-bushold inputs must be maintained in a valid logic
state. Leaving an input floating will allow it to oscillate and
cause invalid data on the output. False data problems can
lead to bus contention, high current draw, and device or
system damage.
System data-buses must be maintained in a valid logic
state for the same reasons that individual device inputs
require conditioning.
Data integrity problems and device or system damage can
occur if a bus is allowed to float. With a data-bus however,
the number of device inputs on the bus multiplies the problem.

FIGURE 3. Voltage-In versus Current-In Sweep of
CROSSVOLT Device without Bushold

Fairchild’s CROSSVOLT products with bushold work especially well on boards where spacing is tight. Here the
bushold feature eliminates the need to have additional
pads for conditioning resistors as well as added trace lines
for ground or power.

Bushold circuitry on all system or data bus inputs can create problems. On a data-bus with multiple receiver drops,
bushold circuitry should be used on the minimum number
of devices that are needed to hold the data-bus in a valid
state. The II(OD) specification is additive for every bushold
circuit on the data-bus. For example, using LVT with an
II(OD) specification of ± 500 µA, if 10 inputs on a data-bus
have bushold circuitry, it will take at least 5mA to overcome
and switch the data-bus. Using LVT with an II(HOLD) specification of ±75µA, 750µA of drive will be available to hold
this theoretical 10-input bus. This much drive is not
required on an all-CMOS-input bus, and unnecessarily
adds to the power budget needed for the system.

By holding the device or bus at the last received valid logic
high or low, devices with bushold can also serve a pseudo
memory function. In contrast, a conditioning resistor will
always pull the bus to the same state.
When designing a data-bus using devices with bushold,
consideration must be given to the bushold drive and current requirements. With II(HOLD) specified at ±75µA, a single device with bushold will hold a large data-bus, with
power dissipation held at a low level. Calculations for the
IIN (Input current) of all device inputs on the bus must be
taken into consideration. IIN is typically in the range of 1µA
to 5µA for CMOS devices.

The bushold circuit is designed for use in place of conditioning pull-up or pull-down resistors. Using bushold inputs
in conjunction with conditioning resistors can cause high
power dissipation. If the load of the conditioning resistors
and bushold inputs is high enough, the driver may not be
able to switch the load in the required time.

With II(OD) specified at ±500µA, the data-bus will still switch
easily. CMOS devices typically have drives in the ±24mA
range or greater.

Although not recommended, there are instances when systems with bushold use input conditioning resistors.

When Should Bushold Not Be Used?

An example of this is when a device with bushold may be
powered down, but the bus still needs to be held in a valid
state, a 50 kΩ or greater value is recommended here. This
will allow the bushold circuit to operate correctly when powered up, with a minimum of extra power dissipation. See
appendix A for a formulatic explanation.

There are design applications where bushold technology is
either not appropriate or should not be overly used. In
these designs, use of an equivalent performance device
without bushold circuitry is recommended. Fairchild Semiconductor offers CROSSVOLT devices (see Figure 3) that
have the same drive and AC specifications as the CROSSVOLT products with bushold, but without the bushold circuit
on the inputs.

On a system data-bus with Thevenin or parallel termination
designs, power and speed requirements must be accurately calculated if bushold inputs are to be used. Otherwise, the same high power dissipation and switching
problems experienced using bushold with conditioning
resistors may be seen.
Mixed-voltage buses may also experience problems if
devices with bushold are not used appropriately. A device
with bushold cannot pull a bus higher than its own VCC.
Allowing a bus to hold at a 3-volt level with 5-volt device
inputs on the bus will cause significant levels of ∆ICC and
ICCT due to the 5-volt inputs being held partially on.
In point-to-point data flow designs (e.g., one data output to
one data input) bushold is unnecessary if the driver will not
be 3-stated or disconnected from the receiver.
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Fairchild Semiconductor’s CROSSVOLT low-voltage logic
products with the bushold feature eliminate the need for
external components to place undriven inputs into a valid
logic state. This allows a device or data-bus to tolerate
floating input conditions that would otherwise lead to
increased leakage, oscillations, and compromises in system data integrity if a non-bushold device were used.

Bushold is designed for systems where device inputs or
data-bus lines may be left floating, and should be used in
place of conditioning resistors. The system may experience
high power dissipation and timing problems if used in addition to conditioning components rather than in place of
them. This can also be a problem when using Thevenin
and parallel termination designs, or on voltage interface
buses.

The bushold circuit works by using an inverter in the device
input stage that provides feedback to the input of the
device and the bus. When the input driver signal is

Appendix A:
Current calculations for a bushold input conditioning
resistor (LVT is used in this example).
For a pull-up resistor:
VCC = 3.0V
VIN = 2.0 V (0.8V is the IHOLD 75µA specification)
(3.0V - 0.8V) / 0.000075A = 29 KΩ
29K = (Maximum on-resistance)
Choosing a value of 50K,
[(3.0V - 0.8V)/50K] = 44µA
Thus, 50K reduces the minimum bushold low current from
75µA to (75µA − 44µA) or 31 µA.
For a pull-down resistor:
VCC = 3.0V
VIN = 2.0 V (2.0V is the IHOLD − 75µA specification)
2.0V / 0.000075A = 26.7 KΩ
26.7K = (Maximum on-resistance)
Choosing a value of 50K,
2.0/50K = 40µA
Thus, 50K reduces the minimum bushold low current from
75µA to (75µA − 40µA) or 35 µA.

Fairchild does not assume any responsibility for use of any circuitry described, no circuit patent licenses are implied and
Fairchild reserves the right at any time without notice to change said circuitry and specifications.
LIFE SUPPORT POLICY
FAIRCHILD’S PRODUCTS ARE NOT AUTHORIZED FOR USE AS CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN LIFE SUPPORT
DEVICES OR SYSTEMS WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT OF FAIRCHILD
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION. As used herein:
2. A critical component in any component of a life support
device or system whose failure to perform can be reasonably expected to cause the failure of the life support
device or system, or to affect its safety or effectiveness.

1. Life support devices or systems are devices or systems
which, (a) are intended for surgical implant into the
body, or (b) support or sustain life, and (c) whose failure
to perform when properly used in accordance with
instructions for use provided in the labeling, can be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury to the
user.
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removed, the bushold circuit will maintain the last received
valid signal level on the device input and bus line until it is
overdriven by the next in-coming signal.

Summary
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